
This best practice guide will highlight the steps to
implement Life Skills GO to track student wellbeing
throughout the day and school year, provide guided
digital and physical lessons to improve student skills
in their ability to identify, understand and manage
their emotions, and measure progress across each
student, classroom and an entire school.

Best Practice Guide for Teachers

Identifying, Understanding & 

Managing Emotions with

Why: Learning to identify and express feelings in a positive way helps students develop the
skills they need to manage them effectively. 
How: Use the Life Skills GO Weather Report Roll Call function when students come into the
classroom to answer how they are feeling.
What: Using the Life Skills GO Weather Report will track the changing emotions each
student experiences, allowing the teacher to understand which students might need
additional support.

Step 1: Create the habit of identifying emotions through out the day

Why: Consistency is key to learning, practising and embedding these emotional wellbeing
skills.
How: Set up the Weather Report Unit as a Whole School Unit, so all classes have access to
the lessons. Set the dates for each lesson to begin, for example - setup 8 weeks, 1 lesson a
week on a Wednesday and ensure the dates are setup properly to allow access for the
students.

Step 2: Time table the digital and physical lessons at least 1x a week



(How continued from Step 2): Click on Physical Lessons from the sidebar menu under
Classroom Resources to select the Weather Report Physical Lessons to print the activities or
display on your classroom smart board for the class to follow along. 
What: In the Weather Report Unit, alternate between using the 20-minute digital lesson to
using the physical and interactive printable games and activities to help the students find
different ways to learn the concepts of identifying, understanding and managing their
emotions.

Step 4: Use the Quick Weather Report to address a heightened state of emotion

Why: Tracking how students are feeling throughout the day can help teachers recognise
which students are ready to learn and which students may need more support. 
How: Click on the Weather Report Button in the Dashboard and scroll down to review the
Class Weather Report History, The Class Graph, and individual student graphs to identify
whether students are ready to learn or in a heightened state of emotion or not quite ready to
learn.
What: We suggest teachers use the Weather Report roll call function throughout the day.
Checking the Weather Report History throughout the day will help teachers understand how
their students are feeling as they come into the classroom, after playground time, and before
they head home at the end of the day.

Why: Some students or an entire class might be in a heightened state of emotion, and not
quite ready to learn. Using the Quick Weather report will allow the student(s) to identify their
emotion and Life Skills GO will provide an appropriate mindfulness video to watch to respond
to the emotion selected.  
How: Click on the Weather Report Button in the Dashboard and then click on Quick Weather
Report. Have the class or selected student choose the emotion they are feeling, the system
will show a mindfulness video for them to watch, and then they select how they are feeling
after watching the video. As an option, the teacher can assign the exercise to a specific
student in the drop-down. 
What: We suggest teachers use the Quick Weather report to help individual students or the
whole class as necessary, to reset the learning stage or to calm students and have a quick
wellbeing check-in with a quick mindfulness moment tailored to their identified emotion. 

Step 3: Review the Class Weather Report History and Class Graph



Ensure all your teachers and students are on the platform and able to login
Ensure all teachers are trained on navigating the platform and how the lessons work
Use the Weather Report Roll Call every day for the first week

Tips on How to Get Started

Week 1:

Week 2:

Continue using the Weather Report Roll Call every day
Introduce one digital lesson from the Weather Report Unit 
Introduce a physical lesson during your PDHPE time that pairs with your digital lesson
(found in the classroom resources, physical lesson area) 

Week 3:

Continue using the Weather Report Roll Call every day
Continue with one digital lesson from the Weather Report Unit
Follow-up with one Physical lesson per week during PDHPE time

Ongoing

Schedule each term with a focus on a specific wellbeing area and create a whole-school
lesson unit to match your curriculum. 
Associate the digital & physical lesson (printable from the platform) to run during PDHPE time
Monitor the Weather Report regularly to review how students are feeling and which students
might need more support
Administrators can review the progress of all classrooms completion of the digital lessons
using the Executive Reporting function.
Review your student absence rate and suspension rate through the school to track if the rate
is decreasing with the consistent implementation of Life Skills GO.
Award badges to your students to support their learning and progress. You can do this by
clicking on Students in the Dashboard, selecting a student and clicking the badge button. 



How are you

feeling?

2 Minute Video: How Guildford West uses Life Skills GO Weather Report to track
student wellbeing
Whole-School Wellbeing Planning Guide
NSW - Guildford West Case Study in using Life Skills GO
VIC - Oakleigh South Case Study in using Life Skills GO

Life Skills Group has over 12 years of wellbeing teaching & curriculum development experience.
Over 850 schools in Australia use Life Skills Group programs to support their whole-school
wellbeing frameworks. Our programs are Be You Assessed & Approved, all are aligned to the
Australia Curriculum (ACARA), and address General Capabilities: personal and social capability,
critical and creative thinking and intercultural understanding, each states Syllabus, CASEL, and
skills for 21st Century Learning (WEF).

REGISTER YOUR

INTEREST

Who is Life Skills Group?

Additional Resources

Learn More

Want to learn more about how to implement these best practices in teaching your
students to identify, understand and manage their emotions? Schedule a Wellbeing
Consulting Session with us by registering below. 

https://youtu.be/W_BOY8s6hx4
https://www.lifeskillsgroup.com.au/impact-stories/story/guildford-west-ps
https://www.lifeskillsgroup.com.au/impact-stories/story/oakleigh-south-primary-school
https://www.lifeskillsgroup.com.au/book-meeting
https://www.lifeskillsgroup.com.au/book-meeting
https://www.lifeskillsgroup.com.au/book-meeting


200+ evidence-based lessons made up of age-appropriate (K-6) games, quizzes and
video content

Aligned to the Australian Curriculum for Health and Physical Education and syllabus
documents of each state, as well as the Australian Curriculum General Capability of
Personal and Social Capability, Critical and Creative Thinking and Intercultural
Understanding

Utilises EdTech to engage students and support the development of crucial
proficiencies for 21st century learning, recognised by the World Economic Forum

Independently assessed and approved by Be You (Beyond Blue) 

Draws on core competencies established by CASEL and incorporates mindfulness
science and positive psychology principles, together with effective pedagogical
practices

What else does Life Skills GO

have to offer?

Life Skills GO is our blended social, emotional and physical learning

platform, designed to teach our next generation of leaders the skills they'll

need to thrive personally, academically and professionally.  

lifeskillsgroup.com.au
1300 889 018



Hundreds of resources - videos, printable resources, brain breaks, fun games
and mindfulness exercises which reinforce language and embed wellbeing for
both students and teachers

Flexible and designed for any primary school classroom - Life Skills GO can be
run on 1:1 devices, within small groups or as a whole class

Analytics on student activity (quiz and game responses, regular wellbeing
check-in on the Weather Report, etc) enable you to assess and track students’
overall wellbeing, and knowledge and application of learning content

Executive reporting for leaders - see exactly which lessons have been covered,
their progress against curriculum outcomes and the whole school’s progress
down to the individual student

lifeskillsgroup.com.au
1300 889 018


